A wide range of engineering applications use optimization techniques as part of their solution process. The researcher uses specialized software that implements wellknown optimization techniques to solve his problem. However, when it comes to develop original optimization techniques that fit a particular problem the researcher has no option but to implement his own new method from scratch. This leads to large development times and error prone code that, in general, will not be reused for any other application. In this work, we present a novel methodology that simplifies, speeds up and improves the development process of scientific software. This methodology guides us on the identification of design patterns. The application of this methodology generates reusable, flexible and high quality scientific software. Furthermore, the produced software becomes a documented tool to transfer the knowledge on the development process of scientific software. We apply this methodology for the design of an optimization framework implementing Newton's type methods which can be used as a fast prototyping tool of new optimization techniques based on Newton's type methods. The abstraction, re-useability and flexibility of the developed framework is measured by means of Martin's metric. The results indicate that the developed software is highly reusable.
Introduction
A wide range of applications are solved using a variation of Newton's method [41] , these include: trust regions methods and line search methods [30] , damping methods, inexact or truncated methods [29] , quasi-Newton methods [47] , or hybrid methods B Julio César Pérez-Sansalvador jcp.sansalvador@inaoep.mx Extended author information available on the last page of the article [5, 34] . Each variation presents specific features that make it suitable for the solution of a particular problem: unconstrained optimization, solution of nonlinear systems of equations, or data fitting problems. Currently, there is a large collection of specialized software packages that implement variations of Newton-type methods; see Table 1 for a selection of these software packages. Note that most of these software packages are implemented following the procedural programming paradigm. The preference of this paradigm on the scientific community mainly comes from the performance advantages that offers the procedural programming over the object-oriented programming.
The abstraction penalty introduced by the object-oriented paradigm has a negative impact on the performance. For example, it has been reported an average lagging in performance of around 12% when comparing Fortran 90 and C++ implementations [44] . However, this gain in performance comes at the cost of poor readability of the code, a lack of flexibility to extend or reuse the code and a short life of the developed code [7, 13, 17, 25, 26] .
The following are common problems found in software packages developed using the procedural programming paradigm:
-code that is difficult to read and understand due to the use of unsuitable data structures that favor performance over readability [11, 13] . -code that does not describe the algorithms that implements [17] . -code that is hard to reuse or modify since it is based on very restrictive programming concepts and a large number of parameters in the interfaces [7, 25] .
From Table 1 , where we present software packages implementing variations of Newton-type methods, only three of them implement the object-oriented programming approach; these are: -COOOL, The CWP-Center for Wave Phenomena-Object-Oriented Optimization Library [23] . This package only handles unconstrained optimization problems and does not fully exploit the object-oriented paradigm; concepts such as inheritance and polymorphism are not exploited in its software design. -PETSc, Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation [1] . This package implements Newton's method for the solution of nonlinear systems of equations, it is a set of routines and data structures for the solution of PDEs that is widely used for the scientific community. -OPT++, Object-Oriented Nonlinear Optimization Library [26] . A software library for nonlinear optimization in C++, it uses inheritance and polymorphism to provide an interface hierarchy to implement quasi-Newton methods, inexact Newton methods, line search methods, and trust region methods.
The application of object-oriented techniques for the development of scientific software started in the late 90's:
-Diffpack [7] was a pioneer project in the application of object-oriented techniques, it was a software for the simulation of engineering and scientific applications. -The Trilinos Project [20] , a successful example of the benefits obtained by the application of object-oriented techniques as part of high-quality software engineering practices. This project is described as an object-oriented mathematical software framework for the solution of large-scale, complex multiphysics and scientific problems.
The development of flexible scientific software that favors reusability, portability and extension becomes a need when working with large scale software projects. It has been reported that most of the development time is spent at the maintenance stage; almost two thirds of the development cost is spent in the software maintenance stage [43] . This stage involves the improvement, evolution and adaptation of the software to new technologies.
The application of software engineering tools that reduces the time for solution 1 through the development of flexible software that favors reusability, portability and extension is a main motivation for this research. For those scientists interested in reducing their time for solution here we present a methodology that applies software design patterns for the development of flexible, adaptable and reusable scientific software.
Software design patterns and scientific software development
Software design patterns were firstly introduced by Gamma et al. in the book "Design patterns: elements of reusable object-oriented software" [15] . Design patterns are software design solutions to common and repeatable software design problems. Software design patterns benefit low coupling and strong cohesion relations between software components; therefore, the resulting software is easy to reuse, modify and extend.
The application of design patterns for the development of business software dates back to the 1990's [37] . Even though, currently there is neither a recognised pattern language for the numerical specialists nor a research area focused on the specification or application of design patterns for the development of scientific software. In recent years, the scientific community has shown interest in the application of design patterns to benefit from the knowledge of expert software designers for the development of scientific software [2, 13, 14, 17, 25, 26, 37, 38] . Tables 2 and 3 show a list of selected works in scientific computing that apply design patterns, we organised them into two main categories: -Works that find, create and specify new scientific software patterns, see Table 2 . 2 -Works that borrow, modify and apply software patterns from other areas (such as those for the development of administrative software) for the development of scientific software, see Table 3 .
The works listed in Table 3 benefit from the application of design patterns in their software designs, they gain flexibility and reusability. Nevertheless, none of them explains the methodology used to select the software patterns.
The specification of a pattern is often abstract, hence determining or mapping a pattern to a specific application is a difficult task that mainly relies on the expertise of the software developer. In order to apply a design pattern, we must identify the software elements that comprise the design.
In the scientific software field there are no explicit relations between numerical concepts and design patterns, therefore we need to establish such relations in order to develop a numerical software based on software patterns. In the particular case of Newton-type methods, we have to identify or establish relations between the abstract concepts in the domain of the problem, the numerical methods involved in the implementation of Newton-type methods, and the design pattern's domain.
The main contribution of this work is a methodology that guides the researcher through the identification of software design patterns to efficiently apply the objectoriented paradigm to develop reusable and easy to adapt software. This methodology applies the object-oriented paradigm, domain analysis, and Scope Commonality and Variability analysis (SCV) [9] . We start by performing a domain analysis that helps us to generate abstractions to understand the problem domain in terms of software patterns. Then we select a subset of design patterns from Gamma's book [15] that can be applied to address the problems in the software design. We provide guidelines to determine what software patterns to use. Finally, we apply Martin's metrics [24] to provide evidence that the resulting software design is easy to reuse, extend and modify.
We apply the mentioned methodology to develop a framework for the implementation of Newton-type methods. We capture the structure of Newton-type methods in a novel software design by means of software patterns. Our newly developed software system design facilitates the implementation of algorithms by providing a flexible and extensible framework to incorporate new Newton-type methods and easily integrate off-the-shelf software libraries.
The presented methodology results from previous efforts on developing scientific software design strategies for high-quality flexible scientific software: easy to adapt, scalable, extendable and reuseable. As part of these efforts we developed a pattern object oriented architecture for Multirate Integration Methods [32] and a software design for Runge-Kutta methods [36] .
In Sect. 2 we introduce the mathematical notation used in the paper and define the mathematical problem regarding Newton-type methods. Then in Sect. 3, we describe the methodology used to identify concepts and relations to generate software components that will be associated via design patterns. The application of this methodology for the development of a Newton-type methods software system is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we present an evaluation of the resulting software design by using Martin's metrics. The conclusions and future work are presented in Sect. 7.
The mathematical problem
We start by identifying the main concepts in problems involving Newton-type methods. We use the following notation throughout this work. The n-dimensional Euclidean space is denoted by R n . A vector x ∈ R n is to be understood as a column vector. The vector x * ∈ R n denotes a solution, and {x k }, k = 0, 1, . . . , M is a sequence of iterates.
The i-th component of the vector x k is denoted by x k,i . The gradient of the function
where F i (x) are the i-th component functions of F(x).
We use the Euclidean norm:
i . We consider three classes of nonlinear problems that appear in many applications of the real-world.
-The nonlinear equations problem or NE, which comprises to find x * such that the vector-value function F of n variables satisfies F(x * ) = 0. -The unconstrained optimization problem or UO, which involves finding x * such that the real-value function f of n variables satisfies f (x * ) ≤ f (x) for all x close to x * . -The nonlinear least-square problem or NLS, which requires finding x * for which
The above problems are are mathematically equivalent under reasonable hypotheses [12] . For example, the NE problem can be transformed into the UO problem by using the Euclidean norm and defining the f :
For the above problems a Newton-type method is involved, in Algorithm 1 we present the generic form of a Newton algorithm given by Kelley in [21] . where s is Algorithm 1 Generic Newton Algorithm 1: while Stopping condition is not satisfied do 2:
s ← calculate Newton direction 3:
λ ← calculate step length 4:
x k+1 = x k + λs 5: end while called the Newton direction and λ the step length. Different methods exist to compute these variables, for example, Newton's method, quasi-Newton's method, Newton's method with Cholesky decomposition, method of Steepest Descent, Line Search methods, Trust Region methods, among others.
Methodology for patterns identification
One of the key stages when using design patterns for software development is the identification of relations between software components. In the case of scientific software development there are no explicit relations between software patterns and numerical methods. The methodology presented in this section helps us to identify and establish relations between the abstract concepts in the problem domain and the software patterns. The main tasks of our proposed methodology are the following:
-Find key concepts of the problem domain.
-Perform an SCV analysis to identify software components that remain invariant through different scenarios, and to identify software components that may change at run time. -Analyse the resulting software components and their relations to identify software design problems and recognize software design patterns that may solve these problems.
The above listed tasks may be decomposed in the following steps:
1. Create a general description of the problem to identify key concepts of the problem domain. These concepts define the Scope of the SCV analysis.
Study the commonalities and variabilities of the concepts in different scenarios
by applying the Analysis Matrix approach by Shalloway; see [42] . Variations of the concepts generally lead to different versions or implementations of software components. These variations are generally encapsulated to facilitate change and adaptation of the developed software. 3. Find the most important concepts or participants, and study their relations. These concepts may represent subsystems in the final software design. 4. Identify complex relations between concepts that may lead to software design problems. 5. Recognize software design patterns thay may be applied to solve the design problems found in the previous step.
In Fig. 1 we highlight the key concepts of the above presented methodology.
Software design for Newton-type methods

Software system design foundations
At this stage, our main goal is to generate the foundations of the software design that allow us to add and modify software components easily. A software design that sup- ports easy incorporation and exchange of Newton-type methods will help researches when comparing the performance of these types of methods. We use class diagrams from the Unified Modelling Language (UML) to present our developed software design. UML diagrams are widely used in the software development community, these diagramas provide specific type of information regarding the software design. In our case, we are interested in the relations between the classes that compose our software design, therefore we use class diagrams which help us in visualising these relations. An excellent explanation on class diagrams and many other UML diagrams is presented by Sommerville in [43, Chapter 5] .
We start by analysing the generic form of a Newton-type method presented in Algorithm 1 and performing a top-down analysis of the iterative form of the method. Newton-type methods share the following basic sequence:
where x k+1 is equal to x k shifted by λs. The step length λ is calculated to guarantee convergence of the algorithm, and the Newton direction s is found with a linear or quadratic model based on Taylor series. The step length and the Newton direction are components of Newton-type methods. These components will represent subsystems in the whole system design [43] . The variations of these components in different scenarios are summarised in Table 4 . The variation in Newton components produces different Newton methods, for example, a damped Newton method is instantiated by varying the Step length and the Newton direction components as presented in Table 4 .
We identified two additional components to those detailed above, the Stopping condition, and the evaluation function. Even though these two additional Newton Fig. 2 Relations between Newton components and the generic form of the Newton-type method components do not define Newton's method classes they are part of the iterative method and must be considered in the software design.
In Fig. 2 we present the relations between the identified concepts and the steps of the generic form of the Newton-type method. Each component represents a subsystem. The step length component represents a subsystem specialized in the searching step lengths.
Once the problem has been stated and the SCV analysis has been performed, we proceed to identify problematic relationships and interfaces in the software design. Consider the relations presented in Fig. 2 and the generic form of a Newton algorithm. Note that we can construct a specialized version of a Newton-type method by specifying the components of each step of the generic algorithm. In order to capture this structure, we apply the Template method pattern [15] which defines the skeleton of an algorithm and allows for variations at each of its steps. We apply the Facade design pattern [15] to provide a simple and general interface for the Newtons components. This facilitates the variation of Newtons components in the skeleton of the algorithm.
In order to support different implementations 3 of a single Newton component we apply the Bridge design pattern [15] , which decouples the abstraction from the implementation and lets them vary independently.
The foundation components of the software design are described in Fig. 3 .
In the following sections we present the software design for some of the identified Newton components. 
Finding x * such that F(x * ) = 0 is equivalent to find x * such that f (x * ) = 0. In other words, a nonlinear least-square problem may be transformed into an unconstrained optimization problem. This transformation is represented as a state machine depicted in Fig. 4 .
In each state the nonlinear functions and its derivatives are handled accordingly with the nonlinear problem represented by the state.
Using the Analysis Matrix approach by Shalloway [42] and the SCV analysis we identified the concepts and their variations in different scenarios as indicated in Table 5 . Note that for a particular problem we compute either the Gradient, or the Jacobian matrix of the function F(x), or the Hessian matrix of the function f (x), i.e. the derivative of the function changes according to the nonlinear problem to solve. Changing the nonlinear problem involves different operations to the functions f (x) or F(x). The State design pattern [15] implements a state machine to change the behaviour of an specific object. In our case, changing the nonlinear problem produces a transition in the state machine that switches between strategies to handle the nonlinear function and its derivatives; see Fig. 5 . 
Line search methods and the strategy pattern
The aim of line search methods is to find a search direction s k and its corresponding step length λ k . Typical strategies in line search methods test a sequence of candidate values for s and stop when one of them satisfies some condition, for example when
. Popular strategies are Wolfe, Curvature and Goldstein conditions [12, 30] . These strategies involve two main tasks: the computation of the step length, and the step length decrease condition. In order to perform the SCV analysis we regard these two tasks as concepts. The variations of these concepts are presented in Table 6 . The step length test condition is a sub-step in the computation of the step length. The test condition can vary independently of the selection of the strategy to calculate the step length. In order to allow variations in the test condition separately from the step length computation procedure we apply the Strategy pattern [15] . This pattern defines a family of algorithms, encapsulates them and makes them interchangeable. We apply a double strategy, one to encapsulate the step length test condition, and the second one to encapsulate the method for the computation of the step length, see Fig. 6 .
The software design presented in this section belongs to the Newton component:
Step length from Fig. 2. 
Trust region methods and the adapter pattern
Trust region methods construct a mathematical model to approximate the function f (x) in a region around x k . The size of this region, known as the trust region, is critical for the effectiveness of each step. It is necessary to find a balance between [12] Decreasing condition in line search methods Two-dimensional sub-space minimisation methods a small and a big region, therefore these methods look for a maximum trust region expansion such that the model provides a good approximation to the function f (x).
We have a constrained minimization problem as follows:
subject to s ≤ , where > 0 is the trust region radius; see Sect. 2 for details on the mathematical notation. The main tasks in trust region methods are the solution of the system of equations derived from Eq. (3), the trust region radius update, and the model-function approximation. In Table 7 we present the variations of each of the tasks or concepts identified above.
The identified concepts are highly related: a) if the trust region radius is decreased too much then the descending direction found to solve Eq. (3) may not be correct, b) if the solution of the Eq. (3) is not good enough then there might be many updates of the trust region to increase or decrease the radius, and c) the trust region update depends on how good is the approximation to the function f (x) given by the model (model-function approximation).
We apply the Strategy pattern [15] to encapsulate the algorithms that solve Eq. (3) in a family of classes that share the same interface. The Adapter pattern helps us to reuse algorithms in different contexts, in this case it is applied to reuse the methods that solve nonlinear unconstrained optimization problems to update the descending direction in Eq. (3), see Fig. 7 .
The software design presented in this section belongs to the Newton component: Newton direction from Fig. 2. 
Objects creation, the abstract factory and the singleton patterns
In order to grant additional flexibility for the integration of new routines or algorithms we apply the Abtract Factory pattern. This pattern provides an interface to create families of objects without specifying their concrete classes [15] . A single global object implemented via the Singleton pattern [15] is used as the interface for each of the factories in the software design [40] , see Fig. 8 . 
External packages and the adapter pattern
Newton-type methods solve a system of equations as part of its computations, in order to include support for third-party state-of-the-art numerical software libraries we use the Adapter design pattern to convert an interface from an external package into an interface expected by our software design [15] , see Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 The adapter pattern allows to use external numerical libraries without modifying the existing source code 
Patterns summary
In the previous section we identified and applied eight design patterns from Gamma's book [15] for the development of a software system design for Newton-type methods.
In Table 8 we summarise the identified design patterns and their implications in the designed software.
Evaluation of the software design
In order to evaluate the quality of our software design we applied Martin's metrics [24] . These metrics consider the dependency between subsystems to compute the instability and abstraction of the software design. These measurements provide insightful information regarding the adaptation, extension and reusability capacities of the software design.
We identified 17 sub-systems or packages in our software system. For each of these packages we measured their instability and abstraction as indicated by Martin in [24] .
Abstraction
The level of abstraction of a software package is given by the ratio between the number of abstract classes in the package and the total number of classes in the package, that is
where N a represents the number of abstract classes in the package and N c represents the total number of classes in the package. When A = 1 then we have an abstract package, conversely, when A = 0 then we have a concrete package. The level of abstraction of a package is an indicator of its capacity for extension and reuse.
Instability
The instability of a package is given by the ratio
where C e is the number of classes inside the package that depend on classes outside the package, and C a is the number of classes outside the package that depend on classes inside the package [24] . If C e = 0 then I = 0, therefore we have an stable package, on the contrary, if C a = 0 then I = 1, which indicates that we have an unstable package.
The main sequence
Considering Martin's metrics, with D = |A + I − 1|, where D is an indicator on the facility of a package to be adapted or extended. A good software design is that whose packages have values close to D = 0. A software design whose packages have values close to D = 1 are difficult to adapt, extend and reuse. The metric D is better understood as a function of I and A as shown in Fig. 10 . The packages are represented as points in the instability-abstraction space, the closer these points are to the main sequence, the easier they are to adapt or extend.
In Table 9 we present the values obtained for the main packages of the developed software design. We observe that package BaseArchitecture has D = 0.06, this comes from the low instability and the high level of abstraction of the package. The previous means that the BaseArchitecture package is highly reusable and has few dependencies with other packages due to the application of the Template Method and Bridge patterns.
The packages TrustRegionMethods and LineSearchMethods present similar values for D, with D = 0.09 for package TrustRegionMethods and D = 0.10 for package LineSearchMethods, both packages are highly instable and present low level of abstraction. The previous comes from the application of the Strategy pattern that provides a mean to interchange specific implementations of algorithms, recall that we used a double Strategy pattern for Trust Region Methods and an Adapter pattern for Line Search Methods.
The package NonlinearMethods has a value D = 0.25 due to its medium level of instability and low abstraction. The instability of this package comes from its dependency to the particular function that the user must provide. This package allows the user to implement an analytical Jacobian and Hessian matrices.
In Fig. 11 we present the mapping of these packages into the instability-abstraction space, note that most packages are at no more than 10% distance from the main sequence. The package NonlinearMethods is at 25% distance from the main sequence which is still out of the zone of pain. In [24] , Martin does not specify the Fig. 11 The packages mapped into the instability-abstraction space. Considering that the farthest distance to the main sequence is given by D = 1, then the dashed and dotted lines are at 10% and 25% distance from the main sequence, respectively size of the zone of pain, it is only a visual reference to measure the quality of a software package. Based on our experience we found that if we consider the zone of pain as the circle with radius equal to 0.5 then the distance from the origin to the mapping of the NonlinearMethods package is 0.54, thus the package is out of the zone of pain.
Study case: DC motor
We validated the correct implementation of the software design implementing an optimization problem: a DC motor. 4 Firstly, we identify the software requirements of the problem and map them into those offered by the presented software design. Secondly, we measure the abstraction penalty introduced by design patterns.
The design of control systems requires the use of optimization methods to find the corresponding input values to produce a particular system's output. In this section we present a control system which is commonly represented as a system of differential equations, see (6) and (7).ẋ
whereẋ = dx/dt, x ∈ R n is the output of the system and u represents the control input. The performance of the system with t ∈ [t 0 , t f ] is measured by a cost function given by Eq. (8) Fig. 12 Controlled DC motor. Reproduced from [18] J
The particular case of a controlled DC motor, as the one depicted in Fig. 12 , is represented by Eqs. (9) and (10) from [18] :
where
where θ is the angular position of the motor axis and i f is the current that controls the torque of the motor. R f is the resistance of the stator, L f is the inductance of the coil, J mm is the inertial moment of the motor axis, K T is a given constant, B is the damping of the motor and u is the applied voltage. The law for the DC motor is given by Eq. (11)
and r is the desired angular position of the axis. We rewrite Eq. (11) as follows:
From Eqs. (12) and (13) we note that in order to find the optimal u we need to find the components of K that minimise the cost function given by Eq. (14)
where R is a constant to constraint the applied energy.
The parameter values used to perform our experiments are those stated in [18] . These values are as follows:
Study case requirements
The presented study case presents the following list of software requirements: -Capacity to implement a cost function: in Sect. 4.1 we described a list of Newton components, one of these components is the evaluation function which defines an interface to implement a cost function. We used the Facade design pattern to provide a simple and general interface to these components. This pattern facilitates the extension of the design and the implementation of the cost function (class ObjectiveFunction) which is performed by inherint from the CCEvaluationFunction. This class has an instance of the DCMotor class that implements the mathematical model from previous section, see Fig. 13 . -Ability to include different integration methods: in Sect. 4.4 we presented the software design tools to include external software packages, in this case we use the Adapter design pattern to incorporate external numerical intergrators into the software design. We included the Apache Commons Math library 5 by means of this pattern. The Simulator class uses a time integrator that is implemented in the previously mentioned library, the FirstOrderIntegrator class defines the common interfaces for the time integrator methods, see Fig. 14. -Ability to use different optimization methods: in Sect. 4.1 we applied the Bridge pattern which decouples the abstraction from the concrete implementation of an optimization method. This allows to use the same interface to implement different optimization methods. We implemented the following optimization methods: length strategies. We used this pattern to include the step length and decreasing conditions associated with the optimisation methods.
Abstraction penalty
In Table 10 we report the averaged CPU times after 100 runs of two implementations of the above study case. We run both implementations until no significant changes were observed in the standard deviation value. We considered a procedural implementation which includes software routines from the Numerical Recipes repository [35] , and a design patterns implementation based on the presented Newton-type methods software design.
We observe that the abstraction penalty in performance due to the implementation of design patterns is around 25% of CPU Time. This value is higher than previous reports [44] . As part of ongoing research is the implementation of parallel technologies, thirdparty state-of-the-art software libraries and code optimization techniques to reduce this penalty. However, our main focus in on the flexibility gain capacities of the presented software design that highly favours reuse, adaptation and extension.
Conclusions
We presented a new methodology based on a domain analysis and a Scope, Commonality and Variability analysis to transfer the knowledge of scientific experts into simple, flexible and effective object-oriented software designs. We applied the presented methodology to develop a pattern-object-oriented software design for Newton-types methods. We evaluated the instability and the flexibility of the developed software design by means of Martin's metric. We presented a study case for a DC motor and showed the additional classes that extend and reuse the software design. The results show that the software design is stable enough to be extended without loss of flexibility.
Previous works that led to the generation of the presented methodology involve the design of a pattern objet oriented architecture for Multirate Integration Methods [32] and the identification of software design patterns for the development of Runge-Kutta methods [36] .
Newton's method has many applications in scientific computing; in this work we used it for solving optimization problems. Another of its main uses is the approximation of solutions of systems of equations arising in simulation problems involving the finite difference method, the finite element method or the finite volume method. In this regard, the presented software design may be used as the core of a specialized software for the simulation of physical phenomena or industrial processes.
Regarding the identification of design patterns for the development of scientific and engineering software, we successfully applied eight patterns from Gamma's book [15] , namely: Bridge, Facade, Adapter, Abstract Factory, Singleton, Template Method, State and Strategy. In this regard, a main contribution of this work is the identification and application of the State pattern in the context of nonlinear functions which allow us to switch the solution strategy for a nonlinear problem based on the computation of the gradient, the Jacobian matrix or the Hessian matrix. The work presented in [2] applies the State pattern in the context of sparse matrices, this pattern allows them to switch between different storages formats for sparse matrices.
As part of ongoing research we are studying the impact of parallel technologies, the integration of third-party state-of-the-art software libraries and code optimization techniques to reduce the abstraction penalty introduced by design patterns. However, our main focus is on the development of flexibly, high-reusable and adaptable scientific software.
